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Abstract

Mechanisms for generating differentially pri-
vate synthetic data based on marginals and
graphical models have been successful in a
wide range of settings. However, one limi-
tation of these methods is their inability to
incorporate public data. Initializing a data
generating model by pre-training on public
data has shown to improve the quality of syn-
thetic data, but this technique is not applica-
ble when model structure is not determined a
priori. We develop the mechanism jam-pgm,
which expands the adaptive measurements
framework to jointly select between measur-
ing public data and private data. This tech-
nique allows for public data to be included
in a graphical-model-based mechanism. We
show that jam-pgm is able to outperform
both publicly assisted and non publicly as-
sisted synthetic data generation mechanisms
even when the public data distribution is bi-
ased.

1 INTRODUCTION

A differentially private (DP) algorithm can extract
valuable insights from sensitive data while provably
limiting what can be learned about individuals (Dwork
et al., 2006). However, when data is accessed repeatedly,
the curator must track the accumulated privacy loss
and add noise sufficient to protect the entire sequence
of queries, which presents logistical challenges for many
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common settings, including exploratory data analysis.
Therefore, there is considerable interest in releasing
private synthetic datasets that can support a range of
downstream analyses (Charest, 2011; Chen et al., 2015;
Zhang et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018; Jordon et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2018; Asghar et al., 2020; Bowen and
Liu, 2020; Vietri et al., 2020; Ge et al., 2021; McKenna
et al., 2021a).

Much of the recent research for private synthetic data
has its roots in the multiplicative-weights exponential
mechanism (mwem) for private query-answering (Hardt
et al., 2012). These algorithms iteratively select work-
load queries to measure, then measure those queries
(with noise) and use the results to update a model for
the synthetic data. Finally they generate synthetic
records from the model. The goal is to generate syn-
thetic tabular data to accurately answer a set of work-
load queries. This general pattern has been referred to
as the “select-measure-generate” paradigm (McKenna
et al., 2021a). Recent work formalizes this pattern
as the “adaptive measurements” framework (Liu et al.,
2021b). Within this framework, research has focused on
different model representations, estimation methods, se-
lection mechanisms, and computational efficiency (Ay-
dore et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021b,a;
Cai et al., 2021; McKenna et al., 2022).

It is well known that public data, when available, can
be used to boost accuracy of many differentially pri-
vate algorithms (Ji and Elkan, 2013; Alon et al., 2019;
Bassily et al., 2020; Amid et al., 2022; Zhou et al., 2020;
Bassily et al., 2018; Kairouz et al., 2021; Wang and
Zhou, 2020; Papernot et al., 2017). For example, public
data can be used to pre-train models (Liu et al., 2021a;
Yu et al., 2021), select hyperparameters or model struc-
ture (McKenna et al., 2021a), or even answer some
queries directly to save privacy budget. Public data
may come from releases that were done before DP re-
strictions were instituted or they may even come in the
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form of previously released synthetic data. In general,
if the public data and private data are “similar enough”,
performance gains can be very large. However, a signif-
icant issue is that one does not know in advance how
similar the public and private data are. Some previous
works assume public data and private data are from the
same distribution, which is unrealistic (Bassily et al.,
2020; Alon et al., 2019).

We address the problem of differentially private query
answering and synthetic data generation with the as-
sistance of public data. Unlike prior work, which uses
public data for pre-training or to determine the support
of the data distribution (Liu et al., 2021a,b), we inte-
grate public data tightly into the selection process of the
mechanism, which means we explicitly consider when
and how to use public measurements as a proxy for pri-
vate measurements. We focus primarily on workloads
of marginals, and augment the selection step to allow
measuring a marginal either from public or private data.
Conceptually, measuring a private marginal is unbiased
but requires privacy noise, while measuring a public
marginal as an estimate of a private marginal is biased
but noise-free: which of these is better depends on the
data, workload, and privacy parameters. Therefore, the
mechanism must (privately) decide which marginals
to measure from public data and which marginals to
measure from the private data.

In this paper, we develop joint adaptive measurements
with Private-pgm (jam-pgm), the first approach that
incorporates public data selection into iterative meth-
ods for synthetic data. jam-pgm is an adaptive mea-
surements approach that uses Private-pgm (McKenna
et al., 2019) to model the data distribution. jam-pgm
privately selects from both public and private measure-
ments with scores that estimate the error reduction
expected from each measurement. By automatically
selecting which queries to answer with public data,
jam-pgm can benefit from public data that is accu-
rate for some marginals but inaccurate for others. We
show empirically that jam-pgm can use public data to
increase accuracy across a range of scenarios.

2 BACKGROUND

A private dataset D is a collection of n records each
containing potentially sensitive information about one
individual. Each record r = (r1, ..., rm) has m at-
tributes and each attribute ri takes a value from the
discrete finite set Xi. Each record belongs to the data
universe X = X1× · · ·×Xm. We also consider a public
dataset Dpub that is a collection of n̂ records which
are not subject to differential privacy constraints. We
assume that Dpub ∈ X n̂.

2.1 Differential Privacy

Differential privacy is a formal model of privacy that
bounds the effect of any individual record on the out-
put of a randomized algorithm. We say that datasets
D,D′ ∈ Xn are neighboring, denoted D ∼ D′, if D′

can be obtained from D by modifying the values of at
most one record. Note that all differentially private
mechanisms considered in this paper use this notion of
the neighboring relation.

Definition 2.1 (Differential privacy; DP). A random-
ized mechanism M : Xn → R is said to be (ϵ, δ)-DP
if, for all neighboring datasets D ∼ D′ ∈ Xn and all
measurable subsets S ⊆ R, we have Pr[M(D) ∈ S] ≤
eϵ · Pr[M(D′) ∈ S] + δ.

A useful alternative notion of differential privacy for
analyzing the composition of mechanisms is zero-
Concentrated Differential Privacy.

Definition 2.2 (Zero-concentrated differential privacy;
zCDP). A mechanism M satisfies ρ-zCDP if for any
neighboring datasets D ∼ D′ and for all γ ∈ (1,∞), it
holds that Dγ(M(D)||M(D′)) ≤ ργ, where Dγ is the γ-
Renyi divergence between distributionsM(D),M(D′).

Proposition 2.3 (zCDP to DP Conversion; Canonne
et al. 2020). If mechanism M satisfies ρ-zCDP,
then, it satisfies (ϵ, δ)-DP for any ϵ > 0 and δ =

minα>1
exp((α−1)(αρ−ϵ))

α−1

(
1− 1

α

)α.

The synthetic data mechanisms considered in this paper
utilize two building block mechanisms: the exponential
mechanism for private selection and the Gaussian mech-
anism for private query measurement. To analyze the
privacy of these mechanisms, an important quantity
is sensitivity, the maximum change in function value
on neighboring datasets. The Lp sensitivity of a func-
tion f is given by ∆p(f) = maxD∼D′ ∥f(D)− f(D′)∥p
where f : Xn → Rk.

Proposition 2.4 (zCDP of Gaussian mechanism; Bun
and Steinke 2016). Let f : Xn → Rk be a vector-
valued function of the dataset. For dataset D, the
Gaussian mechanism adds i.i.d. Gaussian noise to
f(D) with scale parameter σ2 i.e., M(D) = f(D) +
σ∆2(f)N (0,1), where I is the k × k identity matrix.
The Gaussian Mechanism satisfies 1

2σ2 -zCDP.

Proposition 2.5 (zCDP of exponential mechanism;
Cesar and Rogers 2021). Let ϵ > 0 and Score : R ×
Xn → R be a function such that Score(r,D) is the
quality score of candidate r ∈ R for data set D. The
exponential mechanism (McSherry and Talwar, 2007)
outputs a candidate r ∈ R according to the following
distribution: Pr[M(D) = r] ∝ exp

(
ϵ

2∆1
Score(r,D)

)
,

where ∆1 = supr∈R ∆1(Score(r,D)). The exponential
mechanism satisfies ϵ2

8 -zCDP.
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Later, we suppress the dependence on D and write
Score(r) when it is clear from context.

Our method adaptively selects which building block
mechanisms to use and how much privacy budget to
allocate at each round based on the output of previous
rounds. Because of this, we use the following result
for fully adaptive composition instead of more basic
results for non-adaptive composition.
Proposition 2.6 (Fully adaptive composition for
zCDP; Whitehouse et al. 2022). Let (Mi)

ℓ
i≥1 be a

sequence of adaptively chosen mechanisms and (ρi)
ℓ
i=1

be a sequence of adaptively chosen privacy parameters
such thatMi satisfies ρi-zCDP for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ. LetM1:ℓ

denote the mechanism releasing output (M1, . . . ,Mℓ).
If it is always the case that Σℓ

i=1ρi ≤ ρ then the mech-
anism M1:ℓ satisfies ρ-zCDP.

2.2 Marginals and Workloads

A marginal is a collection of linear queries that cap-
tures low-dimensional structure of the data distribu-
tion. Given a subset of attributes τ ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, the
marginal on τ is a histogram over the possible values
the attributes in τ can take.
Definition 2.7. Let τ ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} be a subset of
attributes, Xτ =

∏
i∈τ Xi, and nτ = |Xτ |. Define

rτ = (ri)i∈τ , the restriction of record r to τ . The
marginal on τ is a vector of counts x ∈ Rnτ indexed
by t ∈ Xτ such that x[t] =

∑
r∈D 1[rτ = t]. We denote

the function that computes the marginal on τ as qτ .

For a marginal query qτ , the L1 sensitivity is 2 and the
L2 sensitivity is

√
2. To verify this, observe that neigh-

boring datasets differ on the values of attributes τ for
at most one record, increasing a count in the histogram
by one and decreasing another by one. The sensitively
of measuring one of the linear queries contained in the
marginal is the same as the sensitivity of measuring
the entire marginal. This useful property is sometimes
called “the marginal trick" and it makes marginals an
efficient class of measurements.

We define a workload W as a set of linear queries. In
this paper, we focus on the class of workloads consisting
of marginal queries. Many synthetic data generation
algorithms take a workload as an input so that the
distribution of the output data can be tailored to the
given workload. A workload can be general, such as the
set of all marginal queries for three or fewer attributes,
or it can be specific, where it may be designed with
particular dataset or application in mind.

The goal of synthetic data generation is to create a
mechanism that will minimize error for any given work-
load and any input dataset. We define a notion of error
for a given workload.

Definition 2.8. Let W be a workload of marginals.
The workload error of synthetic dataset S on W is
defined as follows for a fixed private data set D:

ErrorW (S) =
1

n|W |
∑
τ∈W

∥qτ (D)− qτ (S)∥1 (1)

We write Errorτ (S) if W contains a single marginal τ .

2.3 Private-pgm

Private-pgm (McKenna et al., 2019) is a general pur-
pose and scalable approach to combining noisy mea-
surements into a single representation of the data dis-
tribution from which records can be sampled. Mech-
anisms using Private-pgm such as mst and aim are
among the state-of-the-art methods for differentially
private synthetic data generation (McKenna et al.,
2021a, 2022). Given some marginal queries τ1, . . . , τt
and noisy query answers y1, . . . , yt Private-pgm pro-
duces an estimate of the data distribution pθ where θ
are the parameters of a probabilistic graphical model.
In this paper, we will take for granted that pθ can be
used to answer marginal queries qτ (pθ). Private-pgm
solves an optimization problem to search the space of
models θ ∈ P for one that minimizes the loss function∑t

i=1 ||yi − qτi(pθ)||22.

Since Private-pgm represents the data distribution
as a graphical model, it is capable of scaling effec-
tively to high-dimensional settings. However, as noted
in prior work (McKenna et al., 2019, 2021a,b, 2022;
Cai et al., 2021) the complexity of Private-pgm de-
pends crucially on the set of marginals that have been
measured. Private-pgm exposes a utility method Is-
Tractable(τ1, . . . , τt) that determines if Private-pgm
is capable of efficiently handling a given set of marginals.
Efficiency-aware mechanisms that use Private-pgm
must utilize this function in order to prevent the mech-
anism from measuring marginals that Private-pgm
cannot efficiently handle (Cai et al., 2021; McKenna
et al., 2022).

3 JOINT ADAPTIVE
MEASUREMENTS

Given a private data set D, a public data set Dpub, a
workload W , and a privacy budget (ϵ, δ), our goal is to
design a mechanism M that generates synthetic data
S to minimize ErrorW (S) while satisfying (ϵ, δ)-DP.
To solve this task we follow a design pattern called
“adaptive measurements” (Liu et al., 2021b) which can
be applied to most private synthetic data algorithms.
A general version of this algorithmic pattern is pro-
vided in Algorithm 1. We augment this framework
by extending the selection step and measurement step
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive Measurements; Liu et al.
(2021b)

Input: Private dataset D, Workload W , zCDP pri-
vacy budget ρ
Output: Synthetic dataset S
Initialize model pθ0
for t = 0 to T − 1 do

select τt where model pθt poorly approximates D.

measure let yi be a private measurement of the
marginal τt made by a noise-addition mechanism.

update pθt+1 from noisy measured information.

pθt+1
← argmin

pθ∈P
L(pθ; y1, . . . , yt)

generate synthetic data S from pθT (or some func-
tion of the iterates pθ0 , ..., pθT )

to include the public data, we also presenting a novel
budgeting strategy we call “frugal budgeting". We re-
fer to this augmented framework as “Joint Adaptive
Measurements” (JAM).

3.1 Public Proxy Estimator

When trying to estimate the value of a marginal τ
on the private data, we can use the public data as a
proxy for the private data. To do this, we evaluate the
marginal query qτ on Dpub and re-scale the result by n

n̂
to account for the number of records in the data sets.

The public proxy estimator does not depend on the
private data at all, so it can be used without expend-
ing any privacy budget. From a privacy standpoint,
the public proxy is ideal. As a statistical estimator,
the public proxy is unusual because it is deterministic
and biased. In contrast, measurements made with the
Gaussian mechanism incur a privacy cost but they pro-
vide an unbiased estimator that has a predictable error
profile based on the noise scale.

Which estimator is expected to incur more error de-
pends on the similarity between the public and private
marginals, the dimensionality of the marginal vector,
and the noise scale being used for the Gaussian mech-
anism. By carefully designing a score function that
considers these factors, we use the exponential mecha-
nism to select the best estimator for the situation.

3.2 Public/Private Measurement

For conciseness, we use one measurement function to
capture the Gaussian mechanism and the public proxy
estimator.

Definition 3.1. For public data Dpub and private data
D, the function Measure : 2[m] × {priv, pub} → Rnq

takes a marginal query qτ , public/private indicator i,
and noise parameter σ2 and is given by

Measure(τ, i;σ2) =

{
qτ (D)+N (0, σ2I) i is priv

qτ (Dpub)
n
n̂ i is pub.

(2)

3.3 Joint Candidate Set

Adaptive measurement algorithms use the exponential
mechanism to select from a pool of candidate queries.
To allow for the possibility of measuring a marginal
query with either the public proxy estimator or the
Gaussian mechanism, we include public and private
versions of queries in our candidate set. We refer to
this as a “joint candidate set”.

Definition 3.2. Given a set of candidate queries W ,
the joint extension W priv,pub of W is W × {priv, pub}.

The indicator element i ∈ {priv, pub} indicates whether
a candidate corresponds to a measurement on the pri-
vate data with the Gaussian mechanism or a measure-
ment using the public proxy.

In Algorithm 2 we utilize the joint extension of the
downward closure candidate set. This allows lower-
dimensional marginals to be selected and was first used
in aim (McKenna et al., 2022).

Definition 3.3. The joint downward closure candidate
set for W is W pub,priv

↓ = {τ ′|τ ′ ⊆ τ, τ ∈W}×{priv, pub}.

To select from this set, we construct a score function
that applies to both public and private candidates. In
practice, we filter this set of candidates W pub,priv

↓ down
to a set C containing marginals that can be added to
Private-pgm without rendering it intractable.

3.4 Expected Improvement Score Function

jam-pgm uses a score function that quantifies the ex-
pected improvement in the model after making a mea-
surement. This score function has the goal of simul-
taneously considering which queries are being poorly
approximated by the model and which marginals could
be accurately measured (on the public or private data).
This idea has been explored in the private data set-
ting by evaluating the expected error of the Gaussian
mechanism (McKenna et al., 2022). When measuring
a private marginal with the Gaussian mechanism, the
expected error is given by

√
2/πσnτ for a given noise

scale σ and marginal size nτ . When measuring a pub-
lic marginal, the error is fixed and can be evaluated
directly. Combining these gives the following function
for measurement error:
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Definition 3.4. For fixed public data Dpub and private
data D, the predicted measurement error PredError :
2[m] × {priv, pub} → R of a marginal query τ and mea-
surement indicator i with noise scale σ2 is

PredError(τ, i;σ2)=

{√
2/πσnτ i = priv∥∥qτ (D)−qτ (Dpub)

n
n̂

∥∥
1

i = pub
(3)

Note that for each round of the algorithm, Dpub, D, and
σ2 will be fixed so the measurement error is given as a
function of just τ and i. To estimate the improvement
in the model after making a measurement, we assume
that the model will match the value of the measurement
on the marginal qτ (pθ) = Measure(τ, i, σ2). Under this
assumption, the expected error in the next round of
the algorithm would be PredError(τ, i;σ2). So, the
difference between the current error of the model and
our estimate for the error after a measurement gives
us the expected improvement score function:

Definition 3.5. For a fixed model pθ, the expected
improvement score function Score : 2[m]×{priv, pub} →
R of a marginal query τ and public/private indicator i
with noise parameter σ2 is

Score(τ, i;σ2) = Errorτ (pθ)− PredError(τ, i;σ2) (4)

The L1 sensitivity of this score function is 4 because
changing one record can change the value of Errorpθ

(τ)
by 2 and the value of PredError(τ, i;σ2) by 2.

3.5 Frugal Budgeting

Besides accuracy, another advantage to measuring the
public data is that it allows for what we call frugal
budgeting. Each round, we allocate some portion of the
remaining privacy budget to selection and some portion
of the budget to measurement. If we select a public
measurement, the budget allocated for measurement
is unused. This allows us to take those budget savings
and roll them over into the next round. Passing savings
on to later rounds of the algorithm means that when
a public measurement is selected, subsequent rounds
will have higher budgets and lower noise scales.

3.6 Privacy Proof

The privacy analysis of Algorithm 2 is an application
of Propositions 2.4 to 2.6.

Theorem 3.6. For any number of rounds T > 0,
budget split parameter α ∈ (0, 1), and privacy parameter
ρ > 0, jam-pgm satisfies ρ-zCDP.

Proof. By construction, each round of jam-pgm sat-
isfies ρtused-zCDP, where ρtused = ρtselect + 1[it = priv] ·

Algorithm 2 jam-pgm

Input: Public dataset Dpub, Private dataset D,
Workload W

Output: Synthetic dataset S

Hyperparameters: Privacy parameter ρ, number
of rounds T , select-measure split α

Initialize pθ ← Uniform[X ]
for t = 0 to T − 1 do
ρt ←

(
ρ−

∑t−1
s=0 ρ

s
used

)
/ (T − t)

ρtselect, ρ
t
measure ← (1− α)ρt, αρt

σ2
t ← 1/ρtmeasure

Ct ← {τ, i ∈W pub,priv
↓ |Is-Tractable(τ, τ1, ..., τt−1)}

select τt, it from Ct using exponential mechanism
with budget ρtselect and Score(τ, i;σ2

t ) from Equa-
tion (4)
measure τt publicly or privately with measure-
ment function from Equation (2)

yt = Measure(τt, it;σ2
t )

estimate the data distribution using Private-
pgm

pθ ← argmin
p′
θ∈P

t∑
i=1

∥yi − qτi(p
′
θ)∥

2
2

ρtused ← ρtselect + 1[it = priv] · ρtmeasure

generate synthetic data S from pθ

ρtmeasure as defined in the algorithm: the selection step
always satisfies ρtselect-zCDP, and the measurement step
satisfies ρtmeasure-zCDP if a private candidate is selected
and 0-zCDP if a public candidate is selected. Also by
construction, ρtused < ρt = (ρ−

∑t−1
s=0 ρs

used)/(T−t), so we
have the invariant that

∑t
s=0 ρ

s
used ≤ ρ. Therefore, by

Proposition 2.6, jam-pgm satisfies ρ-zCDP.

4 PRIOR WORK

The field of DP synthetic data, also known as DP query
release, has a rich history. The adaptive measurements
framework provides useful language to describe a num-
ber of methods in a unified framework. Many of these
algorithms draw inspiration from the mwem algorithm
(Hardt et al., 2012), the first to iteratively refine a data
model by selecting poorly approximated queries in each
round. Since mwem, various data models, selection cri-
teria, and optimization procedures have been explored
in the literature (Hardt et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2021b;
Gaboardi et al., 2014; Aydore et al., 2021; McKenna
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et al., 2021a; Cai et al., 2021; McKenna et al., 2022).

The first method to make use of public data for syn-
thetic data generation was pmwPub (Liu et al., 2021a).
This method is a version of the mwem algorithm that
incorporates the public data in two ways: initialization
and domain restriction. The original mwem algorithm
represents the data distribution as a histogram where
each entry corresponds to an element of the data uni-
verse X . It then uses an adaptive measurement strategy
along with a multiplicative weights update rule to up-
date that data distribution. One problem with this
algorithm is that the size of the histogram represen-
tation scales exponentially with the dimensionality of
the data. To get around this, pmwPub restricts the
histogram to elements of the data universe that are
present in the public data. It also initializes that his-
togram to match the distribution of the public data.
When the public and private data distributions are
similar, this greatly improves performance. But when
the distributions are very different, the domain restric-
tion can make it impossible to generate good synthetic
data.

This domain restriction problem was addressed in sub-
sequent work, which introduced the gemPub method
(Liu et al., 2021b). This method represents the data
distribution with a generator network and does not re-
strict the domain of the distribution. Instead, gemPub

pre-trains on the public data to initialize the model.
By doing this, gemPub realizes gains in performance
without overly committing to public data, which may
do a poor job of reflecting the private data distribution.

These works incorporate the public data into the initial-
ization step of the adaptive measurements framework.
This is fundamentally incompatible with methods that
do not fix model structure a priori, such at Private-
pgm. In a graphical model, the number and structure
of parameters depend on the edges in the graph. In
Private-pgm, edges are determined by the choice of
marginal measurements so the model structure is not
yet defined during the initialization step. In contrast,
the joint selection framework incorporates the public
data into the select and measure steps of the adaptive
measurements framework.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of
jam-pgm against the baseline methods pmwPub (Liu
et al., 2021a) and gemPub (Liu et al., 2021b) which
both incorporate public data. We also compare to
aim (McKenna et al., 2022) and gem (Liu et al., 2021b)
which do not use public data. Here we provide the key
details of the experimental setup. Additional details
on the compute environment and code are provided

in the supplementary materials. Code for running our
methods is provided on GitHub1.

Task Specification The task is to mini-
mize workload error while satisfying (ϵ, δ)-
DP. We evaluate on the privacy parameters
ϵ ∈ {0.03, 0.10, 0.31, 1.00, 3.16, 10.00} and δ = 1×10−9.
The workload provided was all 3-way marginals and
5 trials were run with 5 random seeds to provide
standard error estimates.

Data Our first experiment is performed on the
ADULT dataset (Kohavi et al., 1996). We split the
dataset into public and private datasets using a strati-
fied sampling strategy to ensure that the public data
distribution is different from the private data distribu-
tion. We sampled a private dataset with 32,384 records
such that 25% of those records are female. Then, we
constructed various public datasets with 3,238 records
each varying the percentage of female records.

We also experiment with the following datasets:
SALARY (Hay et al., 2016), FIRE (Ridgeway et al.,
2021), NIST-TAXI (Grégoire et al., 2021), and TI-
TANIC (Harrell and Cason, 1994). We split the data
by randomly selecting private records and iteratively
adding them to the public dataset until the public data
met an error target when used as a proxy for the pri-
vate data. The TITANIC dataset contains about one
thousand records total while the other datasets con-
tain hundreds of thousands of records. Because of this,
the behaviour of the various methods on TITANIC
differ from the behaviour on the other datasets and the
results are discussed separately. Information regard-
ing the number of attributes, number of private data
records, number of public data records, average 3-way
marginal size, and total domain size of the dataset used
in our experiments can be seen in appendix Table 1.

Hyperparameter Selection The main hyperparam-
eter for each method is the number of rounds T (except
for aim which determines T adaptively). For all meth-
ods, we conducted limited preliminary experiments to
non-privately select a value or values for this parame-
ter. For pmwPub and jam-pgm it was relatively easy
to find a single value that performed well across a range
of epsilon values. However, this was not possible for
gemPub, which performed better with fewer rounds at
low privacy budgets, and more rounds at high privacy
budgets.

We interpret this behavior as implicitly selecting “how
much” to use the public data. With low epsilon (high
privacy noise), it is beneficial to run for few rounds
and remain close to the public data initialization, while

1https://github.com/Miguel-Fuentes/JAM_AiStats/

https://github.com/Miguel-Fuentes/JAM_AiStats/
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Figure 1: Average workload error (workload of all 3 way marginals) for ϵ in {0.03, 0.10, 0.31, 1.00, 3.16, 10.00}
and δ = 1× 10−9 for the ADULT data set. Private dataset consists of 25% female records while public dataset
consists of 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% female records respectively. The plots are shown with the amount of public
data bias decreasing from left to right.

with high epsilon (low privacy noise) it is beneficial
to run for more rounds. To fairly represent the range
of performance possible with gemPub, we selected two
values for T , the highest and lowest ones that performed
reasonably in preliminary experiments. More details
of hyperparameter selection appear in the appendix.

5.1 Varying Public Data Bias

The results of the ADULT experiment can be seen
in Figure 1. For clarity, the methods that do not use
public data are shown on a separate subplot.

Across all levels of public data bias and almost all
values of ϵ, jam-pgm achieved lower average workload
error than the baseline methods. All of the methods
that utilize the public data perform better when the
public data distribution is more similar to the private
data distribution. However, as the public data bias
increases, the performance of jam-pgm degrades more
slowly than the other public data methods. Another
change related to the public data bias is the relationship
between the error curves of gemPub with T = 5 and
gemPub with T = 150. When the public data are from
the same distribution as the private data, it is beneficial
to run gemPub for fewer rounds for a given value of ϵ
but as the bias increases it becomes beneficial to run
gemPub for more rounds for a given value of ϵ.

In the setting where the public data consists of only
female records, we see that pmwPub has much worse
performance than in the settings where the public data
includes male records. This highlights the risk de-

scribed in prior work (Liu et al., 2021a,b): if the pub-
lic and private data are not sufficiently compatible,
pmwPub will be unable to produce a good model of the
private data regardless of privacy budget.

Note that while the performance of jam-pgm and aim
are similar for high values of ϵ, the average workload
error of aim is slightly lower than that of jam-pgm for
ϵ = 10 across all levels of public data bias.

5.2 Small Data Set

The results of the TITANIC experiment can be seen
in Figure 2. In this setting, where the private data set
consists of only one thousand records, there is a large
separation between the methods that utilize public data
and those that do not up to ϵ = 3.16. pmwPub performs
best for ϵ ≤ 0.31, but it does not improve as the privacy
budget increases. For larger values of ϵ, jam-pgm and
gemPub have very similar average workload error.

Notice that for most values of ϵ in this experiment, the
number of rounds that performs best for the gemPub

algorithm is 1. Increasing the number of rounds to 5
significantly decreases performance for ϵ < 3.16. This
suggests that in this setting, the model initialization is
much more informative than the noisy measurements.
In cases like these with few records and low privacy
budget, it may be advantageous to not make any mea-
surements at all and simply rely on the public data
instead.
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Figure 2: Average workload error (workload of all 3-way
marginals) for ϵ in {0.03, 0.10, 0.31, 1.00, 3.16, 10.00}
and δ = 1× 10−9 for TITANIC data set.

5.3 Larger Data Sets

The results of the SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI
experiments can be seen in Figure 3. In these exper-
iments, jam-pgm outperforms the other public-data
utilizing mechanisms for all values of epsilon (except for
ϵ = 10 on the NIST-TAXI dataset). However, none of
the methods that incorporate public data are optimal
in these settings. aim performs best in the SALARY
experiment for ϵ > 1 and in the FIRE experiment for
ϵ > 0.1 while gem performs best in the NIST-TAXI
experiment for ϵ ≥ 3.16. We might hope that having
access to additional information would never hurt the
performance of these synthetic data mechanisms but
these experiments show that this is not the case.

6 DISCUSSION

Our development of the “joint adaptive measurements”
framework incorporates public data into the selection
and measurement steps of the “adaptive measurements”
framework. This expands the design space for public-
data assisted DP algorithms; using this technique, we
develop jam-pgm, which is able to use joint selection
and Private-pgm in order to effectively select a com-
bination of public measurements and private measure-
ments and utilize them to generate high quality DP
synthetic data.

Limitations One limitation of the joint selection
framework is the lack of public data error estimates, a
benefit of noise-addition mechanisms is that the distri-
bution of noise is known and can be released publicly.
Private-pgm (McKenna et al., 2019) uses this infor-
mation to weight the measurements provided in its
optimization objective based on the noise scale. aim
also uses this information to perform budget annealing
which dynamically determines the number of rounds
(McKenna et al., 2022). The error of a public measure-
ment is sensitive information and budget would need to
be spent to measure it. Because of this, jam-pgm gives
equal weight to all measurements in the Private-pgm
loss function and uses a fixed number of rounds instead
of a budget annealing strategy. Another limitation,
inherited from Private-pgm, is that jam-pgm can
not be applied to attributes with continuous values
without discretization this limitation is common in this
area and also applies to the other methods we compare
against.

Suboptimality of Publicly-Assisted Methods:
Ideally, utilizing public data would strictly improve
performance compared to not utilizing public data.
Our experiments show that no public-data assisted
mechanism currently achieves this. On all of the data
sets we tested except for TITANIC , there were some
values of ϵ for which none of the methods that incor-
porate public data outperform the baselines that do
not use public data. This indicates that all of the tech-
niques that have been developed to incorporate public
data (domain restriction, pre-training, and joint selec-
tion) have some risk of performing worse than baseline
methods that ignore public data. On the other hand,
the public techniques clearly provide sizeable boosts in
performance when the distribution of the public data
closely matches the distribution or when ϵ is small.
Navigating this trade-off in practice may be difficult
for practitioners.

Benefits of jam-pgm Across all our experiments,
jam-pgm achieved lower average workload error than
the public data baselines for most values of ϵ. In addi-
tion, the adaptive nature of jam-pgm alleviates some
of the difficulties associated with the use of public data
in practice. Users will not know a priori exactly how
similar their public data and private data distributions
are, so they may be hesitant to use pmwPub because of
the risks associated with domain restriction. Similarly
but to a lesser extent, selecting the number of rounds
for gemPub may be challenging because there is no
setting for this parameter that works well across values
of ϵ and for a given ϵ the optimal number of rounds
depends on the data set. jam-pgm is a safe choice for
DP synthetic data generation. Unlike pmwPub, it does
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Figure 3: Average workload error (workload of all 3-way marginals) for ϵ in {0.03, 0.10, 0.31, 1.00, 3.16, 10.00}
and δ = 1× 10−9 for the SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI datasets.

not have the risk associated with restricting the domain
of the model based on public data. Additionally, there
exist settings for the number of rounds parameter T
that work well across a range of privacy budgets which
may make it easier to use in practice than gemPub.

Bounded vs Unbounded DP We adopt bounded
DP, defining dataset neighbors as those differing by
swapping a single record. Under this regime, the num-
ber of records in the private dataset is considered
public information. This is useful when scaling pub-
lic marginals to match the number of records in the
private dataset. In contrast, unbounded DP consid-
ers neighbors based on adding or removing a single
record, necessitating private estimation of the number
of private records. While estimating this number is
straightforward, for simplicity, we opt for bounded DP,
omitting the need for a separate estimation step.
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Appendix

1 Data

Here we describe the preprocessing and public/private splitting strategies applied to the ADULT , FIRE ,
SALARY , NIST-TAXI , and TITANIC data sets. We also provide a table showing additional information
about those data sets.

1.1 Prepossessing

In order to be consistent with prior work, we follow the preprocessing steps described in (McKenna et al., 2022).
The first step is attribute selection, again following the lead of McKenna et al. (2022), we keep all the attributes
from the ADULT , SALARY , and TITANIC datasets but we remove the 15 attributes relating to incident
times in the FIRE data set because after discretization, they contain redundant information. Next, we identify
the domain of each data set. Normally a data provider would make this information public separately from the
records in the data set, but this was not the case with these data sets. Therefore, we determine the domain by
looking at the records in the data set. For each categorical attribute, we list the set of observed values and treat
that as the set of possible values for that attribute. For each numerical attribute, we record the minimum and
maximum observed value for that attribute. Finally, we discretize the continuous attributes by 32 equal-width
bins, using the min/max values determined in the prior step.

1.2 Public/Private Split

Here, we describe how we split the data into a private data sets and public data sets. The public data that was
generated by variable stratification is intentionally biased with respect to the private data, because of this, the
public proxy estimator error will not approach 0 as the number of public records increases. To generate public
data without variable stratification we sampled very small public data sets so that the sampling error would be
significant enough that the algorithms would still need to access the private data.

1.2.1 Variable Stratification

We performed variable stratification on theADULT dataset based on the sex attribute (Kohavi et al., 1996). To
do this, we split male records from the female records, then we sampled a private dataset with 32,384 records
such that 25% of those records are female. The next step was to sample four public datasets with 3,238 records
each such that 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% records were female. To generate a public data set with p% female
records, we would randomly sample 0.01 ∗ p ∗ 3, 238 of the remaining female records and 0.01 ∗ (1− p) ∗ 3, 238 of
the remaining male records.

1.2.2 Public Error Targeting

To split the SALARY , FIRE , NIST-TAXI , and TITANIC data sets, we set a target for public proxy error.
Public proxy error is given by 1

|W |
∑

τ∈W ||qτ (D)− n
n̂qτ (Dpub)||1. To create a split with the desired public proxy

error, we started with one record in public data set. Then, we evaluated the public proxy error, if it was greater
than the public error target we would double the size of the public data set by removing records from the private
data set. We repeated this process until the public data met the error target. This doubling process gave a
rough estimate for the number of public records but would give public error that was too far below the target.
To resolve this, we would round down the number or records to the nearest hundred or thousand until we got
closer to the error target. The original error target for all four data sets was 0.3. This target was reached for the
SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets. The TITANIC data set is smaller than the others so we could
not find a split that achieved the 0.3 target; because of this, we changed the target to 0.5.
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Dataset Name Columns n n̂ Avg 3-way Marginal Size Total Domain Size
ADULT 15 32,384 3,238 5.82× 103 4.09× 1016

TITANIC 9 1,004 300 2.07× 103 8.92× 107

SALARY 9 131,727 4,000 1.64× 105 1.34× 1013

FIRE 15 304,249 870 3.50× 103 4.21× 1015

NIST-TAXI 10 223,551 2,500 2.76× 104 1.87× 1013

Table 1: Additional information for the datasets used in our experiments: Number of columns, number of private
data records, nuber of public data records, average 3-way marginal size, and total domain size

1.2.3 Additional Dataset Information

2 Additional Experimental Details

Code: To run aim and use Private-pgm in the context of jam-pgm, we used the code provided by the
authors at https://github.com/ryan112358/private-pgm. The aim code assumed unbounded DP, whereas
jam-pgm assumes bounded DP. In order to compare fairly, we modified the sensitivity values in the aim code
to use bounded DP sensitivities. The code to run jam-pgm and the version of aim with bounded DP will
be available publicly at the time of publication. To run gemPub, we use the code provided by the authors at
https://github.com/terranceliu/dp-query-release. To run pmwPub, we use the code provided by the authors at
https://github.com/terranceliu/pmw-pub.

Compute Environment: All experiments were run on internal compute clusters. The gemPub code is
compatible with GPU acceleration, so it was run with on various types of NVIDIA GPUs, mostly (GeForce GTX
TITAN X GPUs).

Size Limit: The Private-pgm based methods require setting a size limit. We used a size limit of 80MB for
both aim and jam-pgm across all experiments. When applying a size limit to a Private-pgm based method.
Our experiments ran with an adaptive size limit; during each round t a size limit st is determined based on the
amount of privacy budget used so far st = stotal(

ρt−1
used
ρ ). This adaptive size limit ensures that the model grows

slowly over the course of the rounds, which also speeds up inference in the early rounds because the model is
guaranteed to be smaller.

3 Hyperparameters

The effect of changing the number of rounds hyperparameter T for jam-pgm, gemPub, gem, and pmwPub are
shown in visually in Figures 1-10. jam-pgm has one other hyperparameter that was not searched over and that
was α = 0.8. gemPub and gem have several other hyperparameters that were not searched over in (Liu et al.,
2021b) so we followed their lead and kept those constant. Those hyperparameters were hidden layer sizes of
(512, 1024, 1024), learning rate 0.0001, B = 1000, and α = 0.67.

3.1 gemPub and gem Round Sensitivity

Across many of our experiments, we see that the version of gem that does not incorporate public data does
have a relationship between the privacy budget and the optimal number of rounds. However, running for a
relatively high number of rounds tends to lead to relatively good performance across all privacy budgets. The
same is not true for gemPub, once public data is incorporated the gap between high numbers of rounds and low
numbers of rounds widens when the privacy budget is small. This is especially true when the public data are very
representative of the private data.

3.1.1 ADULT Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of gemPub with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the ADULT
datasets are given in Figure 5. The sensitivity in performance of gem with respect to the number of rounds
hyperparameter on the private ADULT data is given in Figure 4.

https://github.com/ryan112358/private-pgm
https://github.com/terranceliu/dp-query-release
https://github.com/terranceliu/pmw-pub
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Figure 4: Average workload error for gem on the private ADULT data set. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .
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Figure 5: Average workload error for gemPub on the ADULT data sets. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .

3.1.2 TITANIC Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of gemPub and gem with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the
TITANIC data set are given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Average workload error for gemPub on the TITANIC data set. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .

3.1.3 Large Data Sets

The sensitivity in performance of gemPub and gem with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the
SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets are given in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Average workload error for gemPub on the SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets. The colors
indicate the setting of the rounds hyperparameter T .

3.2 pmwPub Round Sensitivity

The average workload error of pmwPub is very insensitive to the number of rounds, notice that the y axes of the
figures in this section have a very small range.

3.2.1 ADULT Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of pmwPub with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the ADULT
data sets are given in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Average workload error for pmwPub on the ADULT data sets. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .

3.2.2 TITANIC Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of pmwPub with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the TITANIC
data set is given in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Average workload error for pmwPub on the TITANIC data set. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .
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3.2.3 Large Data Sets

The sensitivity in performance of pmwPub with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the SALARY
, FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets are given in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Average workload error for pmwPub on the SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets. The
colors indicate the setting of the rounds hyperparameter T .

3.3 jam-pgm Round Sensitivity

The performance of jam-pgm is not very sensitive to the number of rounds, it seems that if the number of rounds
is too low performance suffers but as long as the number of rounds is high enough the performance does not vary
much.

3.3.1 ADULT Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of jam-pgm with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the ADULT
data sets are given in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Average workload error for jam-pgm on the ADULT data sets. The colors indicate the setting of the
rounds hyperparameter T .

3.3.2 TITANIC Data Set

The sensitivity in performance of jam-pgm with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the TITANIC
data set is given in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Average workload error for jam-pgm on the TITANIC data set. The colors indicate the setting of
the rounds hyperparameter T .

3.3.3 Large Data Sets

The sensitivity in performance of jam-pgm with respect to the number of rounds hyperparameter on the SALARY
, FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets are given in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Average workload error for jam-pgm on the SALARY , FIRE , and NIST-TAXI data sets. The
colors indicate the setting of the rounds hyperparameter T .
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